
1)15% sharing reward on product orders 
from your personally referred Customers 
or Ambassadors. (level 1)

Ex: 1 Clean Slate $74 x 15% = $11.10 | 
Trinity $212 x 15% = $31.80

2)10% sharing reward when your direct 
referred Customers or Ambassadors share 
and their customers purchase. You earn 
10% of their product purchase.

Ex: 1 Clean Slate $74 x 10% = $7.40 | 
Trinity $212 x 10% = $21.20

3) Daily reward earn $.50 cents to over 
$2800 per day based on your (QRSP) 
qualified ROOT sales points, starting at 
300 QRSP.

4) Matching Reward: Earn a matching 
percent of the Root Daily Reward earned 
by each qualified Super Ambassador and 
higher in your genealogical organization 
up to the first 5 referral levels. Your month 
end rank determines what levels you 
receive match on, while the level 
determines the percentage. Levels 1 - 5, 
(25, 20, 15, 10 and 5). 

Example: You are a Gold SA, You are 
qualified to receive Match Rewards on 
your Levels 1-4, 

Your Level 1 is a Silver SA receiving daily 
rewards of $8. 
8 x 25% = 2, You would receive a $2 
match for every day they are paid $8 
during the calendar month. Paid monthly.

Your Level 2 is a Bronze SA ll receiving 
daily rewards of $4.50. 
4.50  x 20% = 0. 90, You would receive 
90 cents for every day they are paid 
$4.50 during the calendar month. Paid 
monthly

5) Harvest Rewards: Grow your QRSP to a 
minimum of 5000, and begin earning a 
monthly Harvest Reward bonus, which 
start at $100.00 and advance to $ 
35,000.00 and beyond. The rewards 
calculations continue infinitely beyond the 
current table. 

Match Rewards and Harvest Rewards are 
calculated on the first day of the next 
calendar month, and credited to the 
month they were earned.

5 WAYS TO EARN AS AN AMBASSADOR

**Look to Rewards Plan Official document for definitions & qualifiers.


